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The changing face of HIV infection:
the world’s most important sexually
transmitted infection
Philip Mortimer & Barry Evans

‘The epidemic is
taking 8,000 lives
and causing
13,000 new
infections a day.’

[Anon. (2003).
‘Pro-life’ policy threatens 
US HIV/AIDS initiative. 
Lancet 361, 887.]

� The global background
The HIV pandemic is now a global crisis. It was first
recognized more or less simultaneously in North
America, Western Europe and East Central Africa in the
early 1980s. By the mid 1980s it was being widely
reported in sub-Saharan Africa, and in South America,
South and South East Asia and Australasia. By the 1990s
other foci of HIV had sprung up in China and the Former
Soviet Union. Now virtually every country has its
epidemic, though varying in size, intensity and types and
sub-types of HIV involved.

HIV type 1, in particular, causes in its human host 
a chronic depletion of B lymphocytes and thereby
allows repeated super-infection either by Mycobacterium
tuberculosis, or by less familiar bacterial, fungal or
parasitic agents, or by viruses such as human herpes virus
8, the cause of Kaposi sarcoma. The prognosis of HIV 1
infection is somewhat improved by young age at
infection, but without access to combined anti-retroviral
drug treatment the median time of survival from
infection is only 10 years. For most this treatment is 
not available and many millions worldwide have died 
or are suffering from AIDS, the end stage of HIV 1
infection. For many African countries HIV 1 has become
a barely sustainable health and economic burden.

The title of this article is more than justified by the
extent of the morbidity and mortality caused by HIV
infection compared to any other sexually transmitted, or
indeed other infection. HIV now ranks with tuberculosis
and malaria as an outstandingly important infectious
disease, and in sub-Saharan Africa it is threatening social
cohesion by killing young economically productive
adults in very large numbers. There is so far no evidence
that its virulence has been mitigated by its interaction
with its human host and
one can only speculate 
how long it may take
before HIV achieves a 
more stable and less
aggressive parasitism.

In the UK, which has 
a very modest epidemic 
by international standards,
the HIV indicators are
beginning to reflect the
global trend more clearly. 

� The UK scene 
At a time when public
awareness of HIV has
waned and public anxiety
been blunted by as yet
unfulfilled warnings of
rapid spread, that spread
has begun to materialize.
There have been steady

increases in the numbers with diagnosed HIV infection
in the UK over the last 5 years (Table 1) and this trend
extrapolates to over 40,000 people living with an HIV
diagnosis by the end of 2004, with perhaps a doubling of
that number by the end of the decade.

Four elements are contributing to the rising numbers
in the UK alive with diagnosed HIV. The first is the rate
of new diagnoses. The second is the decrease in death 
rate due to HIV, mostly as a consequence of more people
receiving treatment. The third is the rising prevalence
that stems from successful treatment. The fourth is the
rising incidence of recognized new infections. In
addition to all this, account must be taken of
undiagnosed HIV infection which in the UK is currently
estimated to constitute roughly a third of the total living
with HIV.

� Data sources and data security
UK governments have invested heavily in HIV data
collection through the Communicable Disease Surveill-
ance Centre (CDSC) and the Institute of Child Health 
in London, and the Scottish Centre for infection and
Environmental Health in Glasgow, so that the UK has
what is internationally regarded as unusually good HIV
data sets for such a populous country. This data collection
and analysis makes continuous and heavy demands on
clinical staff and public health clerical personnel,
however. Particularly because of the stigma still attached
to HIV infection, it has been essential to maintain
clinical confidentiality and ensure secure data handling,
and these patient-related data have been supplemented
by the anonymized testing of very many samples
collected for other purposes. The latter has helped to
quantify sub-clinical and unrecognized HIV infection.

Table 1.Probable routes of HIV infection: first UK diagnoses of HIV infection by year of diagnosis

Year of n Sex between Sex between Injecting Mother Blood/tissue Other/
diagnosis men men and drug users to infant transfer or undetermined

(%) women (%) (%) (%) blood factor (%) (%)

1990 2,543 67 21 8 1 1 2
1991 2,717 63 24 9 1 1 2
1992 2,740 60 28 7 2 1 2
1993 2,614 57 29 8 3 1 2
1994 2,574 58 31 6 2 1 2
1995 2,643 55 32 7 2 1 2
1996 2,687 57 31 6 2 1 2
1997 2,730 51 37 6 3 1 2
1998 2,806 48 41 5 3 0 2
1999 3,054 44 46 4 3 1 3
2000 3,819 39 51 3 3 1 3
2001 4,909 34 56 3 2 0 5

Numbers will rise, particularly for recent years, as further reports are received.
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These sources have together proved an adequate basis 
for HIV surveillance, even though it may become
difficult to maintain the collection of comprehensive and
representative data as patients increasingly assert their
right to limit data sharing between health professionals.
In future, the exercise of patient autonomy may
compromise the reliability of national HIV data.

The UK HIV data sources at present most relied 
upon are the reports made to CDSC by clinicians of 
first UK diagnoses of HIV infection, and those made by
laboratories of confirmed positive HIV tests. For data
recording a ‘Soundex’ code of the surname is generated
either before the report is made or at data entry.
Duplicate reports are recognized and removed by
identifying matches on Soundex code, date of birth and
sex. In addition, at various sites, anonymous testing
unlinked from patients’ names or other identifying
elements has been used for more than a decade to plot
annual anti-HIV prevalences in sexually transmitted
disease, antenatal, pregnancy termination and drug
dependency clinics. This research has been enhanced 
by employing tests that allow HIV incidence as well as
prevalence to be estimated. Other tests that can be 
done on specimens collected as oral fluid or as urine 
have allowed access to ‘hard to reach’ groups such as
injecting drug users. Together with the anonymized
testing in clinics, this work has enabled the number 
of undiagnosed carriers of HIV in the country to be
estimated (Table 2).

Towards the end of each year, on 1 December (World
AIDS Day), CDSC updates the information shown in
Tables 1 and 2, and in each recent year there have been
several thousand new HIV diagnoses added. UK reports
of new diagnoses for 2002 show a 26 % rise on reports
made by the same stage for 2001. An ultimate total of
more than 6,500 reports of new HIV diagnoses is
expected for 2002.

� The UK risk groups

� The continuing HIV 1 epidemic among men who
have sex with men (MSM)
This is an HIV 1 subtype B epidemic in which new
diagnoses are being made at an increasing rate in both
young and middle-aged men. At the same time the rising
numbers of reports of gonorrhoea and syphilis in MSM
suggest that concurrent unrecognized HIV infections are
occurring, but unless laboratory tests are done these
primary HIV infections are difficult to diagnose.
Continued sexual risk taking in this generally well
informed and ‘street-wise’ part of society is a depressing
feature of the current stage of the UK HIV epidemic and
seems to have negated the potential benefits of wide-
spread combined anti-retroviral treatment in lowering
transmission rates.

Continuing new HIV infection in the face of extra

investment in treatment suggests that not only is risky
sexual behaviour widespread, but that there is uneven
compliance with what are admittedly complicated drug
regimes, so that infectivity in some treated men is not
being effectively suppressed.

� Low level of HIV incidence in injecting drug users
(IDUs)
HIV indicators have remained low in IDUs (Table 1),
even though injecting paraphernalia are still often shared
and rates of HBV and HCV infection in IDUs are 
high. Such HIV 1 infections as have been diagnosed 
have mostly been subtype B and many of them have
apparently been acquired abroad. The UK pattern is
more favourable than has been seen in IDUs in southern
and, more recently, eastern Europe, perhaps as a result 
of local needle exchange programmes.

� Mother to infant HIV infection
The combination of perinatal antiviral treatment of 
the HIV-infected mother and her infant, delivery by
caesarean section and the withholding of breast feeding
has to a great extent protected children from ‘vertical’
HIV infection. However, this can only be achieved if
maternal infection is recognized in time. Since 1998
every mother giving birth in the UK has, as far as possible,
been offered an anti-HIV test, and acceptance rates have
been encouragingly high (>80 %). Now, very few babies
born in UK to mothers with diagnosed HIV infection
become infected with HIV each year though there may of
course be a small unrecognized incidence of neonatal
HIV infection due to missed diagnoses in their mothers.

� HIV transmission through blood and blood
products
This route of HIV infection only needs to be mentioned
for the sake of completeness. HIV is very effectively
controlled by blood donor selection, donation testing and
product inactivation measures, and HIV transmissions
due to transfusions in the UK are very rare indeed.

Table 2.Estimates of diagnosed and
undiagnosed UK residents living with HIV
infection for 2001 (n=41,200)

Diagnosed Undiagnosed

� Living with homosexually 
� acquired HIV 15,100 4,200

� Living with heterosexually 
� acquired HIV 11,200 8,300

� Living with HIV acquired 
� through other routes 2,000 400

� Total 28,300 12,900

Key point: 75% of heterosexually acquired HIV infections newly 
diagnosed in the UK in 2001 were in people from Africa, or were 
associated with exposure there.
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� Heterosexual transmission
Since 1999 heterosexually infected cases of HIV have
formed the majority of new cases diagnosed in the UK
each year. It is believed that about 10 % of these infections
have been acquired in the UK, 10 % elsewhere in the
world outside Africa and almost 80 % in sub-Saharan
Africa. The proportion of the known infections in women
is >60 %, and the infections are now recognized to be of
several HIV 1 subtypes. Laboratory tests that recognize
incident infection are being developed, but they have not
yet been shown to be applicable to subtypes other than B
and thus it is not yet possible to study heterosexual spread
in the UK of the other subtypes. HIV infection in
immigrants is contentious and bound up with politicized
issues such as asylum seeking. Uncertainty in residency
status is associated with risks to individuals of late
diagnosis, and the consequences to public health of failure
to diagnose and treat HIV infection in a timely fashion.

In common with several other countries of the European
Union (e.g. France, Belgium, Portugal) the UK has former
colonial ties with African countries where HIV has been
hyperendemic for at least 10 years. In many sub-Saharan
African countries HIV prevalence in young adults in
urban areas exceeds 20 %, and the substantial migratory
flows between these countries and in and out of Europe
have meant that HIV infections acquired in Africa are
frequently being diagnosed in clinics throughout Europe.

� Future HIV control and prevention in UK
There is uncertainty as to where recent trends are leading
in terms of the control of HIV in the UK. It had been
assumed that better case finding and treatment that
suppressed viral load would render more patients non-
infectious, but it seems also to have encouraged less
defensive sexual behaviours and so paradoxically may
have promoted the spread of HIV.

Suggestions that are now being made to limit HIV
transmission in UK are to:
�maximize case finding, allowing counselling and,

where indicated, treatment;
� renew HIV awareness in the population through

intensified publicity;
� seek HIV infection in social milieus such as clubs and

pubs, using on-site offers of non-invasive testing;
�acknowledge more frankly both the risks taken by, and

the medical and social needs of, the main social groups
affected by HIV – effective treatment can diminish
infectious risk to others and restore economic self-
sufficiency in those infected;

� screen and treat immigrants into the UK for HIV and
M. tuberculosis infection;

�outside the UK, especially in sub-Saharan Africa,
encourage and support education, behaviour
modification programmes and other HIV prevention
and control initiatives.

� Conclusion
HIV is now pandemic, and no country can remain
unaffected. The UK and other former colonial powers
with worldwide trading links are likely to be increasingly
affected by this globalization of HIV infection. The logic
of this is for these developed economies to invest in HIV
prevention in developing countries where HIV infection
is out of control for want of adequate public health
resources. These interventions should also aim to restore
economic activity and stem the population movements
that exacerbate the spread of HIV, both within and 
from the affected countries. The case for a collective
multinational effort, especially in sub-Saharan Africa,
can and should be being made more persuasively.

Worldwide, HIV is a refractory public health problem
with high treatment costs, no effective vaccines yet in
sight and the possibility of significant drug resistance
emerging. It has already caused life expectancy to fall in
the worst affected countries, and is expected to check 
it up to 2050 at least, at a time when overall globally 
life expectancy will rise from 65 to 74 years. Even for 
the UK, HIV dwarfs all other infections, sexually
transmitted or otherwise, in importance and so demands
resources be spent on care and prevention on the same
scale that other common and chronic life-shortening
diseases such as coronary artery disease, cancers and dia-
betes receive as a matter of course. As the HIV epidemic
in the UK is still at an immature stage, investment in 
its control now will avoid greater costs later on, and in
developing this strategy a special emphasis should be 
put on HIV case finding, counselling and treatment.
Resource fatigue should not be allowed to impede this
rational and proportionate re-direction of effort.
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Sources 
of further
information
Updates of UK HIV and AIDS
data are published annually by
the Communicable Disease
Surveillance Centre. The most
recent, for 2001, is available on
request. Annual reports of the
Unlinked Anonymous Testing
programme for HIV and
hepatitis are available from 
the Department of Health
(England).
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